Bill is famous for being murdered holding the world’s most famous two pair. In 1855, he met another soon-to-be-famous 12-year-old Bill. What was that 12-year-old’s nickname as an adult?

Goals: want to solve puzzle
1. What is a two-pair?
2. Full name of Bill that died.
3. What other Bill did he meet?
4. Other Bill’s nickname.

Searches
1. [two pair]-too noisy-poker hand?
   [define two pair]-poker hand (descriptive + unique- use as search term)
2. [Bill murdered two pair]
   Wild Bill Hickok
3. [Bill Hickok met Bill 12 year old]
   [William Cody]
   Is same page- Nickname: Buffalo Bill
Big strategy: chaining- logical order

Sources (Credibility Stakes= low): just for fun
- Google dictionary (or results)
  trustworthy
- No single site especially credible- all sources agree
  Multiple source agreement

Remember: Sometimes you need to start searching from the middle of the question to solve the beginning.
Two Bills text version for screen reader:

This text version shows the method that Tasha used to solve the puzzle:
Bill is famous for being murdered holding the world’s most famous two pair. In 1855, he met another soon-to-be famous 12-year-old Bill. What was that 12-year-old’s nickname as an adult?

First, Tasha outlined her strategy for solving the question. She identified all of the questions that needed to be asked in order to answer the question, “What was that 12-year-old’s nickname as an adult?”
Remember, sometimes you need to start searching from the middle of the question to solve the beginning.

This is the order of questions Tasha used to help her solve the puzzle:
1. Bill (question 2) is famous for being murdered holding the world’s most famous two pair (question 1).
2. In 1855, he met another soon-to-be famous 12-year-old Bill (question 3).
3. What was that 12-year-old’s nickname as an adult (question 4)?

Here are the questions she came up with:
1. What is a two-pair?
2. What is the full name of Bill that died?
3. What other Bill did he meet?
4. What was the other Bill’s nickname?

She searched for the answers and wrote down the results:
1. [two pair] answer: poker hand [define two pair] answer: poker hand (descriptive + unique use as search term).
2. [Bill murdered two pair] answer: Wild Bill Hickok
3. [Bill Hickok met Bill 12 year old] answer: William Cody
4. same page- [nickname] answer: Buffalo Bill

The strategy she used was to chain together questions in a logical order.

Lastly, she analyzed the credibility of her sources:
Note that the credibility requirements for these websites are low because this is a puzzle just for fun.
She used:
- Google dictionary- the results were trustworthy
- She used several non-google sites because no single site seemed especially credible- but all sites agreed
- Because she had multiple sources agree, that meant her answer should be correct

Answer: Buffalo Bill